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The lawn and garden products market is on the rise in an
improving economy as more consumers engage in
discretionary projects to improve their outdoor living
space. In addition, consumers are viewing lawn and garden
care as an enjoyable activity with benefits rather than a
chore.

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Slow, steady growth expected to continue
Gardening Non-enthusiasts outnumber Garden Enthusiasts
Cost and time most common barriers for caring for lawn and garden

While a stable and improving economy and housing market points to future market growth, consumers
will continue to take a price-driven approach to shopping for lawn and garden products. Going forward,
creative and affordable projects, safe and healthy products, and ergonomic garden designs that are
suitable for any size living space may help continue growth and appeal to a range of consumers.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Figure 22: Terrarium image

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Age, living situation, and lifestyle influence lawn and garden trends
Most lawn and garden projects are DIY
Big-box home centers offer convenience, but lack expertise
Price is the most important factor when shopping the category
Home value and health benefits motivate participants
Money, time are the most common challenges for consumers

Lawn and Garden Participation, Attitudes, Skills
Most enjoy regularly caring for lawn and garden
Figure 23: Lawn and gardening participation, attitudes, and skill, February 2016
Lawn and garden: Men slightly more engaged than women
Figure 24: Lawn and gardening participation, by gender, February 2016
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Adults aged 25-44, parents establish place in the category
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Hispanics represent important lawn and garden group
Figure 30: Lawn and gardening participation, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2016
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Lawn and Garden Activities
Lawn and garden care more likely to be DIY than by professionals
Figure 33: Lawn and garden activities, February 2016
Adults aged 25-44 doing work themselves
Figure 34: Select lawn and garden activities done themselves, by age, February 2016
Older adults, Hispanics willing to spend for professional services
Figure 35: Select lawn and garden activities done by hired professional, by age and Hispanic origin, February 2016
Gardening Enthusiasts take on more DIY lawn and garden projects
Figure 36: Lawn and garden activities done themselves, by all and Garden Enthusiasts, February 2016

Purchase Locations
Big-box home centers dominate lawn and garden retail
Figure 37: Purchase locations, by all and Garden Enthusiasts, February 2016
Older consumers want the experts
Figure 38: Purchase locations, by age, February 2016
Hispanics, Blacks seek convenient locations
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Figure 39: Purchase Locations, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2016

Purchase Factors
Price weighs on cost-conscious consumers
Brand recognition important to lawn and garden equipment shoppers
Figure 40: Purchase factors for lawn and garden equipment and tools, February 2016
Safety features a priority for lawn and garden care products
Figure 41: Purchase factors for lawn and garden care, February 2016
Care requirements, visual impact are key for plant purchasers
Figure 42: Purchase factors for trees, plants, and bushes, February 2016
Adults aged 25-44, Hispanics look for environmental and safety benefits
Figure 43: Select purchase factors for lawn and garden equipment or tools, by age and Hispanic origin, February 2016
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Gardening Enthusiasts are willing to put in time and effort for quality
Figure 46: Select purchase factors among Garden Enthusiasts, February 2016

Lawn and Garden Motivations
Health benefits and curb appeal motivate most participants
Figure 47: Lawn and gardening motivations, agree, February 2016
25-44’s, Hispanics bonding over activities; planning future projects
Figure 48: Select lawn and gardening motivators, agree, by age, February 2016
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Appeal to Gardening Enthusiasts with customizable projects
Figure 50: Select lawn and garden motivations, among Garden Enthusiasts, February 2016
Are renters less motivated to garden?
Figure 51: Select lawn and gardening motivations, agree, by primary residence, February 2016

Lawn and Garden Barriers
Cost, time are top barriers for consumers
Figure 52: Barriers for lawn and garden activities, February 2016
Space constraints, lack of knowledge challenge younger adults
Figure 53: Select barriers for lawn and garden activities, by age, February 2016
Hispanics concerned about chemicals, overwhelmed
Figure 54: Select barriers for lawn and garden activities, by Hispanic origin, February 2016

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
Data sources
Sales data
Fan chart forecast
Consumer survey data
Consumer qualitative research
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Abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations

Appendix – Market
Figure 55: Total US revenues and forecast of lawn and garden products, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2010-20

Appendix – Key Players
Figure 56: MULO sales of lawn and garden products, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52-weeks 2014 and 2015

Appendix – Consumer
CHAID methodology
Correspondence methodology
Purchase Factors
Figure 57: Correspondence Analysis – Purchase factors, February 2016
Figure 58: Purchase factors, February 2016
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